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Abstract—This paper deals with an indirect model predictive
control for hybrid excited permanent magnet motors that controls
both the stator and excitation currents. Moreover, to ensure
operation within the physical and safety limits of the drive system,
the control algorithm accounts for both voltage and current
constraints. To this end, the stator current constraint is translated
into a voltage constraint that is subsequently linearized by means
of the tangent segment closest to the last applied voltage vector.
Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed control
algorithm.

Index Terms—Wound rotor motor, hybrid excited permanent
magnet motor, synchronous motor, model predictive control,
current constraint.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last years, model predictive control (MPC) has
gained much popularity both in academia and industry thanks
to the increased computational power of microprocessors.
MPC has some inherent attractive characteristics compared
to conventional control schemes, such as the capability to
handle complex multi-input multi-output systems and to ac-
count for system constraints [1]–[4]. The inclusion of explicit
system constraints ensures the operation of the system at its
physical limits without exceeding them [5]. In addition to
this, it enables the most favorable system performance as
the control action is computed in a coordinated manner since
the constraints are accounted for in the optimization process.
This feature is in stark contrast to, e.g., the anti wind-up
strategy in conventional proportional-integral regulators, where
the control action and the physical limitations are performed
in separate computational blocks, thus leading to suboptimal
performance [6], [7]. Electric drives have two main limits that
the controller must deal with, namely, the limited available
voltage of the inverter and the maximum motor current that
cannot be exceeded.

Electric motor design is affected by the aforementioned
system constraints and a trade-off must be found to maximize
the dynamic performance and power density. High torque can
be achieved by increasing the permanent magnet (PM) flux
linkage, but this would lead to a reduced constant power region
due to the limited supply voltage [8], [9]. Such a behavior,
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however, is undesirable in, e.g., new electric motors for trac-
tion. Wound rotor (WR) machines are an effective solution for
increasing the maximum motor speed but with a lower torque
density [10]. Moreover, the efficiency slightly decreases since
the rotor flux is completely generated by a dedicated excitation
winding. A motor that achieves a favorable trade-off between
torque performance, wide constant power region, and high
efficiency is the hybrid excited permanent magnet (HEPM)
motor. The unique feature of such a motor is a double rotor
flux excitation, namely, both PMs and an excitation winding
are mounted on the rotor [11], [12]. Tailored control schemes
must be developed to exploit this HEPM motor feature, i.e.,
excitation current policies must be studied [13], [14].

This paper proposes an indirect MPC scheme for HEPM
motors that considers both voltage and current constraints
such that safe operation of the drive is guaranteed while fully
exploiting its potential. The current constraint is formulated
as a voltage constraint and it is linearized by employing the
tangent segment closest to the last applied voltage vector. In
doing so, the proposed method not only ensures the system
safety but it is also less computationally demanding compared
with conventional ones, making it suitable for an on-chip
implementation. The presented simulation results and com-
parisons with a conventional strategy show the effectiveness
of the proposed control scheme.

The paper is organized as follow. In Section II, the HEPM
motor model is described whereas the indirect current MPC
is presented in Section III. Voltage and current constraint
formulations suitable for the MPC problem are derived in
Section IV. Finally, the proposed method is assessed in Section
V, while conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. HEPM MOTOR MODEL

The HEPM motor prototype is shown in Fig. 1, and the
considered electric drive scheme is depicted in Fig. 2. The
voltage equations of an HEPM motor in the rotating reference
frame are:

ud =Rsid+Ld
did
dt

+Me
die
dt
−Lqiqωme,

uq =Rsiq+Lq
diq
dt

+ωme (ΛPM+Ldid+Meie) ,

ue =Reie+Le
die
dt

+
3

2
Me

did
dt
,

(1)



Fig. 1. HEPM motor prototype. The excitation winding can be
observed.
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Fig. 2. HEPM motor drive and the proposed control algorithm is
highlighted.

where ud,q,e, id,q,e and Ld,q,e are respectively the direct,
quadrature, excitation voltages, currents and inductances, Rs,e

are the stator and excitation resistances, ΛPM is the PM flux
linkage, and ωme is the electromechanical speed. Finally, note
that the mutual inductance Me is multiplied by 3/2 in the
excitation winding voltage equation to take into account the
transformation effect. The motor is considered magnetically
linear and cross saturation effects are neglected. The motor
parameters are reported in Table I.

Reformulating (1) yields:

did
dt

=
ud−Rsid + Lqiqωme −

Meue
Le

+
MeReie
Le

Ld −
3M2

e

2Le

,

diq
dt

=
uq −Rsiq − ωme(ΛPM + Ldid +Meie)

Lq
,

die
dt

=
ue
Le

+
3Meud −Rsid

2(3M2
e /2− LdLe)

+
3M2

e ue − 3M2
eReie

σ1
+

+
3LqMeiqωme

2(3M2
e /2− LdLe)

− Reie
Le

,

(2)

with σ1 = 2LdL
2
e − 3LeM

2
e . Finally, the continuous-time

dynamics of the HEPM motor (2) are discretized by using
the forward Euler approximation with the sampling interval
Ts and arranged in the following state-space representation:

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k) + D(k)

y(k) = Cx(k)
(3)

where x = [id, iq, ie]
T is the state vector, u = [ud, uq, ue] is

the input vector, and y is the output vector. The matrices A,
B, and D are:

A =



1− RsTs

Ld −
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e

2Le

LqωmeTs
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3M2

e

2Le

MeReTs

LdLe −
3

2
M2

e

−LdωmeTs
Lq
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Lq

−MeωmeTs
Lq

− 3MeRsTs
3M2

e − 2LdLe

3LqMeωmeTs
3M2

e − 2LdLe
σ2


,

B =



Ts

Ld −
3M2

e

2Le

0 − MeTs

Le

(
Ld −

3M2
e

2Le

)
0

Ts
Lq

0

3MeTs
3M2

e − 2LdLe
0

3M2
e Ts
σ1

+
Ts
Le


,

D =


0

−ΛPMωmeTs
Lq

0

 ,
where σ2 = 1− ReTs

Le
− 3M2

eReTs
σ1

, while C = I3×3, with

I3×3 being the 3×3 identity matrix.

III. MPC CURRENT CONTROL

Indirect MPC (I-MPC) computes the optimal voltage vector
uopt(k) that is subsequently applied to the power converter
by means of a modulator. The controller predicts the system
behavior for the next Np steps on the basis of the system
model (3) and the applied voltage vector u(k − 1). The
optimal voltage input uopt(k) is the vector that minimizes
a performance index, or cost function, by taking into account
system constraints. The chosen cost function is:

J(k)=

k+Np−1∑
l=k

‖y∗(l+ 1)−Cx(l+ 1)‖22+λu‖u(l)−u(l−1)‖22,

(4)
which quantifies the defined control objectives, namely, the
tracking of the stator and excitation current references and the
minimization of control input variation. The control priority
between the opposing goals is set by the weighting factor λu,
which defines the trade-off between the tracking ability of the
controller and response time during transients. The optimal
control input uopt(k) is the solution of the following quadratic
program (QP):

uopt(k) = arg minimize
u∈R3

J(k)

subject to - motor model (3),
- voltage constraints,
- current constraints.

(5)

It is worth noting that for (5) to be a convex QP the current
and voltage constraints need to be written as linear inequality



Rated Motor parameter with a DC bus Udc = 300 V

Mutual inductance Me = 58 mH PM flux linkage ΛPM = 0.6755 V · s Rated stator current ilim = 2 A
Rated torque Tn = 5.5 N · m Excitation current ie = 2 A Electrical speed ωme = 119.38 rad/s

Direct inductance Ld = 157.2 mH Speed base nN = 570 rpm Quadrature inductance Lq = 486.3 mH
Stator resistance (120 ◦C) Rs = 20.15 Ω Rotor inductance Le = 308.4 mH Rotor resistance Re = 4.15 Ω

TABLE I. HEPM data motor.

constraints. To this end, a new formulation to include a current
constraint is proposed in the sequel.

IV. VOLTAGE AND CURRENT CONSTRAINTS

An inherent MPC feature is the capability to include state
and/or input constraints in the optimization problem. Suc-
cessfully handling such constraints can improve the system
performance, in particular when critical operation is desired,
e.g., flux-weakening. In electric drives, there are physical
constraints that relate to the available voltage provided by the
converter and the nominal motor current, which are hereafter
described. It is worth remembering that a HEPM motor is
characterized by an additional excitation winding, supplied by
a dc/dc converter, implying that the relevant constraints must
be properly handled.

A. Voltage Constraint

The maximum available voltage for a three-phase two-level
inverter can be modeled with a vector that lies in a fixed
hexagon in the αβ reference frame where its size depends on
the available dc-bus voltage. Any voltage vector lying within
the hexagon can be generated by the converter coupled with a
modulator. The hexagon represents the voltage constraint and
it can be described by its sides, which in turn can be presented
as linear inequality constraints. In doing so, the stator voltage
constraints, considering the dq rotating frame, are given by:

√
3 1 0

−
√

3 1 0
0 1 0
0 −1 0√
3 −1 0

−
√

3 −1 0

P−1

uduq
ue

 ≤Udc√
3


2
2
1
1
2
2

 ,
[
0 0 1
0 0 −1

]
P−1

uduq
ue

 ≤ [ue,lim
ue,lim

]
,

(6)

where P−1 is the inverse of the Park transformation and it is
reported in Appendix A. Moreover, (6) shows the rotor voltage
constraint. Note that the inequality constraints (6) define the
“voltage constraints” in the QP (5).

B. Current Constraint

Both the stator and excitation currents must be kept below
their nominal values to ensure the safe operation of the motor.
To achieve this, additional constraints can be added to the
MPC formulation, similarly to the voltage one. By translating
the current (i.e., output) constraints into voltage (i.e., input)
constraints an ellipsoidal feasible area results in the dq voltage

frame. This implies that the current-related voltage constraints
are nonlinear, and as such cannot be directly added to the QP
(5). Hence, the current constraints must be linearized so that
they can be added to the optimization problem. A conventional
method suitable for the QP formulation is called linear piece-
wise method (LPM) [13] and it approximates the nonlinear
constraints with a polygon. In doing so, however, the number
constraints can increase significantly, making the constrained
MPC problem more computationally demanding. In this paper,
the equivalent tangent method (ETM) is proposed to mitigate
the aforementioned issue. The ETM calculates the tangent line
of the nonlinear constraints closest to the last applied voltage
vector u(k − 1). As a result, the nonlinear constraints can be
approximated with only one linear constraint.

As mentioned above, the stator current constraint is a
nonlinear function:

id(k + 1)2 + iq(k + 1)2 ≤ i2lim , (7)

where ilim is the stator current limit. Expression (7) can be
rearranged as a function of the corresponding voltage limits
ud,lim and uq,lim by exploiting (3), yielding:

(c ud,lim + a(k))2 + (d uq,lim + b(k))2 ≤ i2lim , (8)

where the time-varying coefficients a(k) and b(k), and the
constants c and d are:

a(k)= id(k)−Ts
Rs id(k)

Ld−
3Me

2

2Le

+Ts
Me ue(k)−MeRe ie(k)

3Me
2

2
−Ld Le

+Ts
Lq iq(k)ωme

Ld−
3Me

2

2Le

,

b(k)= iq(k)

(
1−RsTs

Lq

)
+
Tsωme

Lq
(ΛPM−Ldid(k)−Meie(k)),

c=
Ts

Ld−
3Me

2

2Le

, d=
Ts
Lq
.

(9)

As can be seen, (8) depicts an ellipsoid in the dq voltage plane,
the center and radii of which change according to the operating
point. Note that to simplify the mathematical notation, the
explicit time-step dependency is omitted hereafter.

1) Linear Piecewise Method: The LPM approximates (8)
with na straight lines, each of which is tangent to the ellipse
while all tangency points are equally spaced. According to this
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Fig. 3. Visualization of the LPM and ETM.

method, a generic ellipse (8) can be approximated as follows:
na∑
k=1

c ud cos(kα)+d uq sin(kα)≤ ilim−a cos(kα)−b sin(kα),

(10)

with the approximation angle α = 2π/na and k is a integer
number. It is worth noting that the value of na can be selected
according to the desired level of approximation accuracy.
Increasing na results in a higher degree of accuracy, but also
in a bigger number of summation terms, and thus constraints.

The linearization method (10) can be applied to the voltage
constraint (8), yielding the following linear constraints for the
QP (5):

L

ud,limuq,lim
ue,lim

 ≤ Ilim (11)

where

L=


c cos(α) d sin(α) 0

...
...

...

c cos
(

(na − 1)α
)

d sin
(
na − 1)α

)
0

c 0 0

 , (12)

Ilim =


ilim − a cos(α)− b sin(α)

...

ilim−a cos
(
(na − 1)α

)
−b sin

(
(na − 1)α

)
ilim − a

 . (13)

The linearized constraints with the LPM are reported in Fig. 3a
with the actual current-based voltage elliptical constraint. The
voltage limit (the hexagon) is depicted as well. The number
of approximating lines was set equal to na = 18 as trade-off
between accuracy and the number of constraints, i.e., com-
plexity of the MPC problem. It is worth noting the different
dimension of the voltage and current-based constraints shown
in the zoomed-in dq voltage plane in Fig. 3b. Indeed, the
former one is more strict.

2) Equivalent Tangent Method: The proposed method ex-
ploits the different dimension of the voltage and current-based
constraint in the dq reference frame and the fact that only
a small part of the ellipsoidal constraint is actually involved

in the optimization problem when the current constraint is
active. Specifically, the LPM introduces several constraints,
most of which are not necessary in the optimization as they
set a less restrictive constraint than that imposed by the voltage
hexagon. Moreover, the tangent lines are uniformly distributed
along the ellipse and, in case of a reduced number of them,
the approximation will be very coarse, and thus less effective,
meaning that a violation of the actual ellipsoidal constraint
becomes more likely.
To overcome this issue, the ETM replaces the ellipse trace
with the tangent line closest to the last applied voltage vector.
As a result, only one constraint must be included in the QP
(5) instead of na introduced by the LPM. Fig. 3c illustrates
the ETM principle. The point P represents the last applied
voltage vector, the ellipse is the current-based constraint and
the dashed segments are the four tangent lines orthogonal
to the vector P0x, with x∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. The only constraint
included in the optimization problem (5) is the tangent line to
the point 04.

The desired tangent line closest to the last applied voltage
vector can be obtained by rewriting the ellipsoidal current
constraint (8) in its canonical, i.e.,:(

ud,lim +
a

c

)2

(
ilim
c

)2 +

(
uq,lim +

b

d

)2

(
ilim
d

)2 = 1. (14)

This expression corresponds to an ellipse centered at
(ud,lim, uq,lim) = (a/c, b/d). This ellipse can be shifted such
that its center is the origin of the dq voltage plane, resulting
in:

u2d,lim
Ψ2

+
u2q,lim

Θ2
= 1, (15)

where Ψ = ilim/c and Θ = ilim/d. A tangent line to the
shifted ellipse (15) at a generic point 0 (ud0, uq0) can be
computed with the help of:

ud,limud0
Ψ2

+
uq,limuq0

Θ2
= 1. (16)

Finally, (16) can be rewritten in the explicit form as:

uq,lim =
Θ2

uq0
− Θ2 ud0

Ψ2 uq0
ud,lim = qr +mrud,lim, (17)
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Fig. 4. Voltage and current constraints. Both LPM and ETM are
shown.

where mr and qr are the angular coefficient and the intercept
of the tangent line, respectively.

The angular coefficient of the line segment that connects
point P (udP, uqP) inside the ellipse with point 0 is:

mP0 =
uqP − uq0
udP − ud0

. (18)

With (18), the coordinates of the desired point 0 (ud0, uq0)
can be found by solving the following system of equations:

mr = − 1

mP0

u2d0
Ψ2

+
u2q0
Θ2

= 1

⇒


−Θ2 ud0

Ψ2 uq0
=
ud0 − udP
uqP − uq0

u2d0
Ψ2

+
u2q0
Θ2

= 1

(19)

where the first equation imposes the perpendicularity condition
between line segment P0 and the tangent lines belonging to
the ellipse, while the second equation represents the location
of point 0 on the ellipse.

System (19) has four solutions, as depicted in Fig. 3c.
Indeed given a point P inside the ellipse, four tangent lines
perpendicular to the segment P0 exist. However, the proposed
method takes into account only the solution closest to point P.
It is worth remembering that the ellipsoidal current constraint
has been shifted, meaning that the computed solution must be
properly displaced. Hence, Point 0 (ud0, uq0) computed with
(19) must be relocated to the original reference system. Given
this, the tangent line coefficients in the original dq reference
frame can be obtained as follows:

m′r = mr,

q′r =

(
uq0 −

b

d

)
−mr

(
ud0 −

b

d

)
.

(20)

With the above, the proposed linearized current constraint
tailored for the QP (5) is:

[
m′r −1 0

] ud,limuq,lim
ue,lim

 < q′r, (21)

where the coefficients m′r and q′r are computed at each
discrete time step. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the
aforementioned procedure is with regards to the stator cur-
rents. Nevertheless, a similar approach can be applied to the

excitation current, as reported in Appendix B.

V. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

The proposed ETM was tested by means of simulations.
Two different tests were carried out. The first one compares
the conventional LPM with the proposed one, whereas the
latter examines the capability of the proposed MPC scheme
to handle the magnetic mutual coupling between the rotor and
stator windings of a HEPM motor. Both tests were carried out
at steady-state operating conditions with a speed equal to one
third of the nominal one. The stator current references were
set equal to i∗d = −0.5 A, i∗q = 1.5 A, whereas the current limits
were set equal to ilim = 2 A and ie,lim = 2.1 A. Other relevant
control parameters were Np = 7, λu = 1 · 10−3 and na = 18.
The switching frequency was fs = 10 kHz, while the inverter
and dc/dc converter voltage buses were set to Udc = 300 V
and Udc, dc/dc = 50 V, respectively.

A. Comparison Between LPM and ETM

In this test, the LPM and ETM current constraints are com-
pared while the excitation current reference was set to zero.
Fig. 4 shows the dq voltage plane with the voltage and current
limits in two different time instants of the test depicted in
Fig. 5, namely, when the current limit is not active and when it
is activated and thus affecting the optimal solution accordingly.
Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b show the dq voltage plane when the current
constraint affects the optimal solution, namely, the ellipse
intersects the voltage hexagon. All linearized trajectories are
depicted as well. The ETM segment better approximates the
ellipse, whereas the LPM segments are less accurate. As a
result, a violation of the original (i.e. ellipsoidal) current-based
constraint is avoided with the proposed method. Moreover,
the proposed algorithm keeps the computational burden at bay
since only one—instead of na—linear constraint is computed.

Fig. 5 shows the current transient and the magnitude of
current vector for three different cases, i.e., (a) when only the
voltage (hexagon) constraint is used, (b) when the voltage and
current-based constraints as approximated with the LPM are
used, (c) the same as ‘b’, but the current-based constraint is
approximated with the proposed ETM. In Fig. 5 the voltage
constraint is always respected but the current can exceed its
limit if the constraint is not included in the optimization
problem (see Fig. 5a with ‖ i‖vc). On the contrary, the current
almost fully respects the defined limit when its constraint is
included in (5). However, it is worth noting that the stator
current slightly exceeds its maximum allowable value when
the LPM is implemented compared to the proposed method,
since the linearized ellipse is not accurate enough at the
depicted point. The current limitation allows for a smoother
transient without affecting the rising time, while the excitation
current ie oscillations are due to the mutual inductances
between the stator end excitation windings. Specifically, the
HEPM motor exhibits a noteworthy rotor-stator interaction
which reflects on currents and torque dynamics. Hence, the
motor controller must be able to reject these oscillations as
much as possible to improve performance.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between voltage (vc) and current constrained MPC solution, both with LPM and the proposed ETM without rotor current.
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Fig. 6. Dynamic response considering the mutual inductance effect.

B. Mutual Inductance Effect

To analyze the MPC ability to handle the mutual coupling
between the stator and rotor windings, an additional test was
carried out. More specifically, this test investigates the system
behavior when the excitation current reference is zero or close
to its limit, namely, i∗e = 2 A. At the beginning of the test, all
currents are initialized to zero and the current constraints are
linearized with the proposed ETM. Fig. 6a shows the dynamic
behavior of the currents for both considered cases. As can be
seen, the quadrature current is not affected by the operating
conditions as dictated by the excitation current reference. On
the contrary, the direct and excitation currents are strongly
coupled, as changes in the excitation current ie have a great
impact on the direct current id amplitude. It is worth noting
that the direct current overshoot increases with an increasing
excitation current. For the first 3 ms, namely, until the direct
current reaches its minimum value, the excitation current in-
creases almost linearly. Indeed, the applied voltage is saturated
(see Fig. 6b). After the id negative peak, and even though
the excitation voltage remains saturated, the excitation current
ie rate of change decreases since is is affected by the direct
current transient. Hence, as MPC tries to track the the direct
current reference, it cannot keep the same excitation current
slope since the dc/dc voltage is fully exploited. Nevertheless,
both the magnitude of the stator current (see Fig. 6c) as
well as of the excitation one (see Fig. 6a) remain below the
imposed limits, thus clearly demonstrating the effectiveness of
the proposed current constraint linearization method.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed an indirect MPC control algorithm for
HEPM motors. The proposed MPC method is designed based
on the HEPM motor model, which, as shown, has intrinsic
differences compared with conventional synchronous motors.
Moreover, the developed control algorithm accounts for both
the voltage and stator and rotor current limits. To achieve this,
the nonlinear current constraints are included into the derived
QP, after being transformed into equivalent voltage constraints,
and linearized by means of the tangent segment closest to the
last applied voltage vector. Thanks to this linearization method,



the proposed control scheme is computationally efficient, and
thus suitable for an on-chip implementation. Simulation results
highlight the efficacy and the reliability of the proposed MPC
algorithm as well as the strong coupling between the stator
and excitation windings of the HEPM motor.

APPENDIX

A. Inverse Park Transformation

The inverse Park transformation is the following 3×3 matrix:

P−1 =

cos(ωmet) − sin(ωmet) 0
sin(ωmet) cos(ωmet) 0

0 0 1

 . (22)

B. Excitation Current Constraint

The rotor current has to satisfy the current constraint
‖ ie(k + 1)‖≤‖ ie,lim ‖ and it can be written as:(3Me

2

σ1
+
Ts
Le

)
ue,lim + ae(k) ≤ ie,lim, (23)

where:

ae(k) = ie(k) + Ts

[
3Me ud(k)

2

(
3Me

2

2
− Ld Le

) − Re ie(k)

Le
+

− 3MeRs id(k)

2

(
3Me

2

2
− Ld Le

) − 3Me
2Re ie(k)

σ1
+

+
3LqMe iq(k)ωme

2

(
3Me

2

2
− Ld Le

)].
(24)

The rotor current constraint can be written for both positive
and negative values as:0 0

3TsMe
2

σ1
+
Ts
Le

0 0 −3TsMe
2

σ1
− Ts
Le


ud,limuq,lim
ue,lim

 ≤ [ie,lim − ae(k)
ie,lim − ae(k)

]
,

(25)
and can be included in the QP (5). It is worth noting that
only one of the two constraints needs to be used in order to
reduce the size of the optimization problem. Specifically, if the
current reference is positive, the upper limit is used, otherwise
the lower one.
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